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Human Mobility Extraction with cellular Signaling Data (SD) is essential for human mobility understanding, epidemic control,
and wireless network planning. SD log the detailed interactions between cellphones and cellular towers, but suffer from a
spatio-temporal uncertainty problem due to cellular network tower-level load rebalancing (switching users between towers)
and cellphone usage activities. To date, most models focus on utilizing better data like RSSI or GPS, do not directly address
uncertainty. To address the SD uncertainty issue, we utilize two insights based on (i) individuals’ regular mobility patterns and
(ii) common co-movement mobility patterns between cellphone users as suggested by fundamental human mobility nature.
Accordingly, we design a Multi-Information Fusion Framework (MIFF) to assist in extracting road-level human mobility based
on cell-tower level traces. To evaluate the effectiveness of MIFF, we conduct experiments on one-month SD obtained from a
cellular service operator, and SD manually collected by handheld mobile devices in two cities in China. Four transportation
modes, namely railways, cars, buses, and bikes are evaluated. Experimental results show that with MIFF, our road-level
trajectory extraction accuracy can be improved by 5.0% on Point correct matching index and 68.5% on Geographic Error on
average.
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INTRODUCTION

Extracting human traces at a metropolis scale, and mapping them to road networks, are essential for understanding the human mobility[1][9]. There are substantial mobile applications ranging from epidemic control[22],
transportation management[1], urban planning[9], to emergence response[18]. For example, COVID-19 is spreading rapidly in many countries and there have been more than 21 million confirmed cases all over the world. It
can be greatly helpful for the government to track down people who had been in direct contact with confirmed
patients and slow down the spread of the disease outbreak. It can also avoid a catastrophe like a stampede that
occurred in Shanghai which resulted in 36 killed casualties and 49 injured[23]. Compare to other spatio-temporal
data such as GPS data from a vehicular network or check-in data from a social network app, cellular Signaling
Data (SD) are collected to log the signaling level interactions between cellular phones and cellular towers, and
SD can cover more residents in the city, which enable more representative human mobility applications[11][6].
For example, human mobility extractions with SD can also benefit cellular network planning by analyzing static
and dynamic signaling demands. Especially under the 5G era, cells have a smaller radius and higher density and
need exact moving traces during deployments.
Specifically, given the SD of cellphone users at cellular tower level, our goal is to map them to the road network
to obtain road level human mobility traces because many human mobility applications are based on road networks.
Existing work has made great progress based on fine-grained spatio-temporal data, e.g., for GPS data [26][31].
Some recent works apply deep learning based (DL) algorithms [25][29] to automatically extract trace features
from GPS data and have an impressive performance. All these works are, however, proposed for GPS data with
relatively low location errors in outdoor environments, and this ensures good performance in these works. These
state-of-art methods do not apply to the SD because of the spatio-temporal uncertainty in SD, which will be
detailed discussed in Section 2.1. Additionally, DL-based approaches need large-scale labeled training data on
each road segment to extracted features. These labeled data for SD traces are scarce and challenging to obtain in
practice, which cannot support effective training of DL-based models at the city scale. To alleviate the negative
impact of spatio-temporal uncertainty of SD, most of the recent studies on SD[11][17] utilize traditional GPS
map matching models by introducing more SD information such as RSSI or RSCP [32], or applying certain priorknowledge rules such as eliminating the ping-pong effect [15] to enhance the model, under the spatio-temporal
uncertainty of SD data. However, none of these studies used any methods to directly address the inherent SD
uncertainty but aimed to utilize better data instead.

Fig. 1. Effect of Fusing Homogeneous Traces before Map Matching

SD are the cellular activity records collected for network maintenance, which log the detailed interactions
between cellphones and cellular towers. They require no extra human efforts and generate mass cellular tower
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level traces. It has been confirmed by the behavior-based research that human mobility is highly repetitive[8].
Thus, there are many homogeneous traces, i.e., tower-level traces with the same road-level paths, especially
in SD, which have a high penetration rate and a large user scale because most residents have cellphones. To
mitigate the SD spatio-temporal uncertainty, our observation is to find homogeneous tower-level traces, fuse
them before, and then performing map matching. The trace fusion can provide missing information based on
multiple traces, and the redundant error can be reduced by smoothing. As a result, our approach is to perform
trace fusion before map matching; whereas most of the existing work is to perform map matching before trace
fusion[11][17][26][31]. This approach makes our work conceptually different from related work. For example,
Fig. 1(a) shows a directly matched trace at the road level from an SD trace without trace fusion. Because of the
spatio-temporal uncertainty, the matched trace is far from the ground truth. Fig. 1(b) shows a new signal data
trace, which is the homogeneous trace to the original SD traces. If we fuse them, we will have a fused trace
shown as the black dashed line in Fig. 1(b). As shown in Fig. 1(c), if we map this fused trace to the road level, the
map-matched fused trace has a much smaller gap with ground truth compared to a directly matching without
homogeneous traces in Fig. 1(a).
However, the spatio-temporal uncertainty of SD makes it challenging for us to find homogeneous traces and
perform a fusion on these traces. A most straightforward intuition is to first obtain matched road traces by
matching the cell tower level traces to the road network and use the road traces as an intermediary to find the
homogeneous trace. It is not feasible because directly matching the cell tower level trace is not accurate at all,
which makes it hard to find homogeneous traces. Our key idea is to find homogeneous traces by (a) regular mobility
patterns of the same users between different days (e.g., daily commuting), and (b) the co-movement phenomenon
of different users in the same time period. For example, many people travel with public transportation, e.g.,
subways and buses, which results in mass partial similar traces [31]; even in a taxi, the passengers and the driver’s
co-movement produces at least two similar traces[1]; finally, many people have regular mobility patterns, e.g.,
the way they go to work/school[8] from the same residential areas. Here we propose a Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) based model to align homogeneous traces before fusion.
In this paper, we design and evaluate a new human trace extracting model MIFF based on SD, which selects
co-moving traces and individuals’ regular patterns, and then fuses these homogeneous traces to obtain a denser
trace before map matching to alleviate the spatio-temporal uncertainty. We discuss the privacy and ethic issues in
the Discussion section. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Conceptually, we conduct a large-scale empirical study to investigate the human mobility regularity and
similarities to extract road-level traces based on cell tower SD. In particular, we identify a primary challenge
of finding cell tower trace homogeneous traces to perform trace fusion before map matching to reduce the
negative impact of spatio-temporal uncertainty of SD. We further addressed this challenge by investigating
(a) the regular mobility patterns of the same users between different days, and (b) the co-movement
phenomenon of different users.
• We design a multi-information fusion framework(MIFF) for mobility extraction based on cellular signaling
data. Based on the key characteristics of cellular signaling data, we explore a fundamentally different
strategy to fusion trace data first and then map them to a road network, while the straightforward idea is
to perform the mapping first and then fuse the road level trajectory.
• To evaluate the overall performance of MIFF, we explore two large-scale complementary signalling datasets
in two different cities (i.e., Chinese city HeFei and Shanghai) with four different transportation modality,
and the results show that the data fusion in MIFF can effectively increase by 5.0% on Point correct matching
index and 68.5% on Geographic Error compared to the state-of-the-art models.
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we (i) describe the characteristics of SD, focusing on the spatio-temporal uncertainty and new
opportunities that SD offer to us; (ii) identify challenges in finding homogeneous traces when applying SD to
build the mobility model; (iii) illustrate our observations on the regularity of human mobility and two design
insights.

2.1

Characteristics of Signaling Data

SD are generated from cellular service providers when a cellphone interacts with the associated cell towers. In
general, SD have the data format with the time-stamp, cell ID, user ID (anonymous ID), and signaling types. SD
are the superset of the Call Detail Records (CDR) with the difference that CDR only record information during
phone calls for billing purposes, while SD are much denser due to various recording for different cellular activities
at signaling levels, e.g., attach or detach from a cellular tower.
Compared with cellular CDR, which may not have any information when users have no call or text activities,
periodic SD keep offering updated states and checking for the existence of the cell phone with paging, attaching
and detaching, and thus SD show a relatively stronger temporal continuity than CDR. Compared with GPS data,
SD have three main merits in term of transparency, user coverage, and user behavior coherence. (i) SD are more
transparent because they are automatically generated in the cellular system. The cellar service operators can
log all the records without installing any new devices or consuming any extra energy. (ii) SD usually keep a
higher user coverage rate. For example, in China, there are three mobile phone operators, China Mobile, China
Unicom, and China Telecom. Their market share are around 62.4%, 20% and 17.6%[24]. The users of each operator
are obtained by relatively unbiased sampling from all residents in the city. (iii) The underlying user behavior
capturing of SD is more continuous. SD are always recorded as long as people turn on their cellphones. Even in
the standby mode, some SD service type data (e.g., paging) are still recorded when users travel for a long distance
or standby for a certain while, e.g., 20 mins. In contrast, GPS data are often turned off for privacy and energy
consumption concerns while not in use.
Although SD have the advantages mentioned above, the spatio-temporal uncertainty makes us unable to
straightforwardly apply the state-of-art model mentioned in Section 1. In particular, the spatial uncertainty comes
from the cellular tower switching strategy as well as load balance strategy for mobile users, making it very
different from GPS data with noise obeying a Normal distribution [31]. The temporal uncertainty comes from the
user’s irregular usage frequency, e.g., phone calls, surfing the Internet, or recent APP-level data usage. These two
defects are discussed in detail below
• Spatial Uncertainty. Generally, the cell radius of a single cellular tower is about 300 meters to 1000 meters
[11]. As the cellular tower selection strategy is not based on the proportion of the signal distance [20],
a cell phone may connect to a cellular tower 600 meters away, even if it is 300 meters away from the
nearest cellular tower nearby. Besides, since the load balance strategy may randomly distribute cellphones
to cellular towers within the range [11], the true location of cellphones can appear anywhere within the
coverage of the tower. So the recorded cellular tower in SD is normally not the one closest to the actual
location of cellphones, which makes the distance-based localization algorithms fail to work.
• Temporal Uncertainty. SD are temporally sparse and irregular. Although a standby cellphone logs
periodic SD to inform the cell tower of its existence and the current state, these SD are still too sparse to be
mapped into accurate road segments like GPS data. To demonstrate the overall statistical characteristic,
Fig. 2 depicts the probability density plot of SD’s temporal interval. Compared with the fixed time interval
of GPS data (e.g., 10 seconds) [17], the average time interval of SD is 131.47 seconds, and there are 24.1%
users with an average time interval larger than 3 minutes and 9.13% users larger than 5 minutes. Further,
Fig. 3 illustrates a user’s SD trace with an average time interval of 3.97 minutes. The left figure shows the
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whole SD trace. The right figure shows the amplified partial trace between point B and point C. The green
and red dashed line are only two possible road paths travel from B to C. It is challenging to distinguish the
exact road trajectory without extra information.

Fig. 2. SD time interval probability plot

2.2

Fig. 3. One SD trace with long time interval.

Design Challenges

We have illustrated that the tower-level SD traces with insufficient information is challenging to map to the actual
road level trajectories due to spatio-temporal uncertainty. Intending to obtain more accurate matching results,
we focus on reducing the negative impact of uncertainty by fusing homogeneous traces. Despite many studies
looking for homogeneous traces, or more generally similar traces, this task keeps challenging. Specifically, for the
spatio-temporal uncertainty problem, finding homogeneous traces before map matching is the main challenge of
our work.

Fig. 4. Illustration of Homogeneous Traces

On the one hand, it is intuitive to find homogeneous traces according to ground truth in terms of similar
traces. Even if similar traces are found, a large number of which may not be homogeneous traces. For example, in
Fig. 4(a), two same SD traces have different ground truth. While in Fig. 4(b), two dissimilar SD traces have the
same ground truth. This is mainly due to the spatial uncertainty of SD. Hence, it is difficult to distinguish whether
a group of similar SD traces belong to the same road-level trajectories without the assistant of ground truth. Even
worse, as we mentioned above, the shortcoming of insufficient ground truth is something we cannot make up for.
On the other hand, the road level traces obtained through map matching is very helpful to find similar traces. For
example, the traces composed of GPS data will be matched with the map first, and the matched road paths are
used to calculate the similarity to obtain the similarity relative to the GPS traces. However, the spatio-temporal
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 4, No. 4, Article 159. Publication date: December 2020.
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uncertainty of SD data determines the unreliability of its map matching results. If the map matching result is not
credible, there is no way to find similar traces.

2.3

Design Insights

Here we define Homogeneous Traces as a set of cell-tower level traces with the same road network level
trajectories. Given a group of homogeneous traces, it is a good option to first fuse the traces into a more
informative trace. Then we can map this fused trace to a road-level trace by map matching models. Here is an
example. Fig. 6 adds two homogeneous traces of the blue trace, i.e., the red and green dash ones in Fig. 3. The red
and green traces provide sufficient information between point B to point C. Thus the real road level trajectories
of the blue trace are probably Possible Path 2 shown in the right of Fig. 3. Considering the challenge of finding
homogeneous traces, we must enhance the understanding of the characteristics of SD. The great user coverage
and high penetration rate of SD provide us access to investigate the mobility and movement patterns of cellular
users. In this paper, we argue that thanks to individual regularity and user behavior coherence, we can improve
our homogeneous trace identification based on two design insights as follows.

Fig. 5. Reversed CDF plot of people’s
repetitive rate in GPS data.

Fig. 6. Homogeneous Traces of Fig. 7. Different users’ traces with time
scale constraint.
Same Users

Insight 1: Regular Pattern of the Same Users. People usually have regular patterns based on their social
habitats[8]. For example, they travel in the same path to go to work, go to school, go shopping, etc. Thus the
similar traces in the history traces of one person are likely homogeneous. We conduct an empirical study on
human regular patterns to show the repetitive rate of each person. The data collect 24,432 private vehicles’ GPS
data from 04/2016 to 06/2016 in Shanghai, covering 19,724 roads with 7.9 million GPS records every day. We
label a trace as a repetitive trace if there are similar traces in that person’s history. The repetitive rate is the ratio
of repetitive traces in the whole traces for each person. The cumulative distribution function (CCDF) plot of
repetitive rates is shown in Fig. 5. It illustrates that more than 30% of users have a repetitive rate higher than 80%;
nearly 60% of users have a repetitive rate higher than 40%, which indicates that repetitive traces are common
for most users. Additionally, we conduct a set of case studies with SD from users with highly regular patterns.
Fig. 6 is one example of them and shows three traces from one person on three different days. These traces are all
recorded from 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM and their travel times are respectively 43.7 minutes, 31.6 minutes, and 33.8
minutes.
Insight 2: Co-movement between Different Users. We explore the co-movement phenomenon in large
cities. Many people travel by public transportation (e.g., buses and subways), meaning that these people have
partial homogeneous traces with each other [13]. Further, people travel with private vehicles are also possible
co-riding with others on the same road segment [16]. For example, three different users’ traces are given in Fig. 7
where they shared a very long path due to their co-movement activities.
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To sum up, we utilize two insights in this paper as key opportunities to address spatio-temporal uncertainty of
SD: a person is more likely to travel on the same road-network level path if two raw tower-level traces belong to
him/her are similar; people are more likely to travel in the same road-network level path if their raw tower-level
traces are similar to strict temporal constraints. As a result, how to measure trace similarity at tower level and
resultant trace fusion are the key in our design, which will be given as follows.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN

The architecture of our system is shown in Fig. 8. It is composed of five major components: input SD data, trajectory
segmentation, preprocessing machine (PM), multi-information fusion framework (MIFF) and map matching. As
follows, we will depict the whole system details shown as below, not only the four major components. (a) Data
input and notions will be given to help understanding and applying our system; (b) Trajectory segmentation
is to split each users’ SD into several moving trajectories; (c) Preprocessing machine is to obtain preprocessed
single traces and stay points. (d) MIFF is a novelty framework fuse multiple information to obtain common stay
points, regular patterns, co-moving traces and fused traces. We further split MIFF into two parts to illustrate:
homogeneous traces search and data fusion.
Note that in this paper, we focus on the homogeneous traces search and data fusion. Any existing or new map
matching algorithms can be applied to our framework. The map matching part is not our main contribution. We
already implemented several existing map matching algorithms, and the implementation details are shown in
Section 4. The two-stage smoothing method is mentioned in Section 3.2.2.

Fig. 8. System Overview

Fig. 9. Cell tower level State
Detection and Stay Point Estimation Illustration. Black line
is the raw sequence, and the
yellow line is the sequence after stay point estimation.
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Data Input

There are three main data involved in our system: SD Trajectories Logs, Cellular Locations, and Road Network.
SD Trajectories Logs consist of timestamp, user ID (with desensitization), and cell ID. Cellular Locations consist
of cell ID, longitude, latitude. We do not use any sensor data and cellular attributes as the input of our system,
such as nearby 6 cell towers at one observation and their signal intensity in CTS[10], which can be used for
trilateration positioning. Here are some definitions and notions which will be used in MIFF.
Definition 1. SD Data. SD data contain N users’ cell-tower trace shown as 𝑆𝐷 = [𝑆𝑖 , 𝑈𝑖 ] |𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁 where 𝑈𝑖 is
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ user, and 𝑆𝑖 is the cell-tower trace set of 𝑈𝑖 .
𝑘 , 𝑠𝑘 , . . . , 𝑠𝑘
Definition 2. A cell-tower trace. Given the trace set 𝑆𝑖 , the 𝑘th trace 𝑆𝑖𝑘 = {𝑠𝑖,1
𝑖,2

𝑖, |𝑆𝑖𝑘 |

} is one temporally

𝑘 is a spatio-temporal point with dimension
ordered sequence split from the 𝑖𝑡ℎ user’s trace set 𝑆𝑖 . Each observation 𝑠𝑖,𝑡
𝑘
𝑘
<longitude, latitude, timestamp, features>. |𝑆𝑖 | is length of the trace 𝑆𝑖 .

3.2

Trajectory Segmentation and Preprocessing Machine

We take the daily SD records of a user as input and convert them into low-noise traces with timestamps, longitude,
and latitude. Then we use stationary moving detection to identify stay points and moving traces.
3.2.1 Trace Segmentation. Unlike many GPS datasets with extracted traces as basic elements[28, 30], the collection
of SD independent of the user’s movement patterns. We need to extract the trajectory from the SD data generated
when the user moves. Given one user’s whole day SD, we need to segment the SD records into several reasonable
traces with starting points and destinations. We segment the records by stay point detection to obtain traces
based on our empirical validation of a state-of-art algorithm [31]. The maximum time interval is 20 minutes.
Besides, travel distance and travel points are required not smaller than 1km and 5 points to ensure that the trace
has a meaningful length given the observation from[31].
3.2.2 Noise Filtering. During SD data logging, many kinds of noise appear randomly. A ping pong effect appears
when the phones moving in a slow speed [17]. Concretely, in a period of time, the cell phone does not maintain a
connection with a single cellular station. In fact, it may connect to several connectable cellular stations randomly.
The greater the density of cell tower, the greater the randomness. Additionally, some outliers such as recording
errors are also inevitable, which leads to several sudden shifting, deviating more than 5km or even 10km. In
this paper, we try to eliminate the effect of these errors by the following two methods. (1) Outlier filtering
is applied to the raw sequence 𝑆𝑖𝑘 splitted by trajectory segmentation. We eliminate outliers by using some
speed-based noise filtering and direction-based noise filtering algorithms shown in CTS[10]. (2) Two-stage
smoothing is used on the fused trace shown in the Fig 8 to flat the sensor error and ping pong effects. The first
stage moving average smooths the large sensor error with a low moving window. The second stage moving
average is conducted after time interpolation, which customizes the time interval between two adjacent points. In
that way, the second stage moving average with a low moving window can flat the raw trace into a smooth line.
3.2.3 State Detection and Stay Point Estimation. State detection is the stationary/moving detection shown in
the Fig. 8. We detect the stationary state on two levels. (1) Cell tower level state detection is first to be applied.
We found that when a user stays at a point for a short time, there usually is some ping-pong effect. Fig. 9 is an
example where the black line in the figure is the raw trace. It appears a circle subsequence (2 → 3 → 4 → 2),
which is obviously a stay point. In this example, this stay point is a wait for a traffic light. (2) Geo-level state
detection applies the method proposed in CTS[10].
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Homogeneous Traces Search

With the data preprocessing, the records of users are segmented to a large number of individual traces. The goal
of homogeneous traces search is to find groups of SD traces with a high probability of belonging to the same
road-level traces. The candidate trace can either be a full trace or a partial trace segment during a trip. Note that
there are two kinds of homogeneous traces: those belong to the same person at different time, and those belong
to different persons at the same time. As follows, we first give the definition and notations that will be used in
our work, and then a DTW-based mobility similarity measurement algorithm will be introduced. Finally, we
show how to identify the two kinds of homogeneous traces.
3.3.1 Mobility Similarity Measurement. Due to the nature of SD, the homogeneous traces in this paper mean
that two tower-level traces are potentially belonging to the same road-level trace. To quantitatively measure this,
we design a mobility similarity measurement algorithm based on Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW). As DTW
assumes the same sampling rate, we fill the original traces with the identical time interval by linear interpolation
to obtain new traces. The DTW distance between two raw traces is shown below. Here 𝑆 ∗1 and 𝑆 ∗2 are two SD
𝑘 means the 𝑡 𝑡ℎ records of 𝑆 𝑘 . 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡 (∗) refers to the part of 𝑆 𝑘 left after 𝑠 𝑘 is removed.
traces for arbitrary users. 𝑠 ∗,𝑡
∗
∗
∗,𝑡
1
2
𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 ) = 𝐷 (𝑠 ∗,1
, 𝑠 ∗,1
)+


𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑆 ∗1, 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑆 ∗2 )),
𝑆 ∗1 stutter




(1)
𝑆 ∗2 stutter
min 𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑆 ∗1 ), 𝑆 ∗2 ),


𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑆 1 ), 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑆 2 )). no stutter

∗
∗
As follows, 𝐷 function is to calculate the geographic distance between two positions 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠 𝑗 , where Δ𝑙𝑜𝑛 and
Δ𝑙𝑎𝑡 is the difference between 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠 𝑗 in terms of the longitude and latitude. 𝐷 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠 𝑗 ) is given as
2𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 (Δ𝑙𝑎𝑡) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑠𝑖 .𝑙𝑎𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑠 𝑗 .𝑙𝑎𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 (Δ𝑙𝑜𝑛/2)

(2)

𝑘 , 𝑠𝑘 , . . . , 𝑠𝑘 , . . . , 𝑠𝑘
DTW reconstructs the traces with index identity {𝑠 ∗,𝑤
∗,𝑤𝑡
∗,𝑤𝑇 }, where 𝑤 𝑡 is the index of the
1 ∗,𝑤2
sequence and 1 ≤ 𝑤𝑡 ≤ 𝑤𝑡 +1 ≤ 𝑇 . 𝑇 is the trace length |𝑆 ∗𝑘 |. Hereon, the DTW distance between traces 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2
is defined as
𝑇
1Õ
1
2
𝐷 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
(3)
𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 ) =
𝑡
𝑡
𝑇 𝑡 =1
𝑘
The time interpolation may introduce extra errors, hence a confidence of each point 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
is proposed according to
𝑡
whether it’s a raw point or an interpolated point. The raw point have a 100% confidence. And for the interpolated
point, the closer to the raw point, the higher is its confidence. Let 𝑡 be the minimum time from the interpolated
point to the raw points. 𝜎 infers the distance between the interpolated and the corresponding raw point. The
confidence is defined as below.
𝑘


𝑠 ∗,𝑤
is a raw point
 1,
𝑡


∫ 𝑡
𝑘
2
𝐹𝐶 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤𝑡 ) =
(4)
1
−𝑥2
𝑘

2𝜎 d𝑥,
𝑒
2
𝑠
is
an
interpolation
√

∗,𝑤
𝑡

2𝜋𝜎
 0
Therefore, the confidence DTW distance (CDTW) with confidence as weights is expressed as follows.

𝐶𝐷𝑇𝑊
𝑊
where 𝑊

1 , 𝑠2 )
(𝑠 ∗,𝑤
∗,𝑤𝑡
𝑡

(𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 )

𝑇
Õ
1
1
2
1
2
=
𝑊 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)𝐷 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑍 (𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 ) 𝑡 =1

is the weight of

1
2
= 𝐹𝐶 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)𝐹𝐶 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
𝑡
𝑡
1
2
1
2
𝐷 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤𝑡 , 𝑠 ∗,𝑤𝑡 ); 𝑍 (𝑆 ∗ , 𝑆 ∗ ) is

(5)

1
2
(𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
𝑡
𝑡

the weights sum.
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Fig. 10. Alignment Relationship between 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2 .

3.3.2 Regular Pattern Search of the Same User. Many people have habitat-based regular mobility patterns, e.g.,
going to work, going to school, or go shopping. Under this intuition, it can’t be denied that similar traces from
the same user are more likely to be homogeneous traces. Thus, we search the history traces of each user and
compute their CDTW in pairs according to equation (6). A maximum CDTW threshold is set to judge whether
two traces are homogeneous. Multiple traces are homogeneous if all the traces pairs are homogeneous.
3.3.3 Co-movement Pattern Search among Different Users. For traces that belong to different users, the similarity
is hard to measure. But it is common sense that people usually travel with a group of strangers such as on the
same bus or train. In that case, searching similar traces that happened at the same time for map matching is
effective. Sometimes, people apart from a fixed distance (e.g., people are on the same subway or the same road)
can also have a similar trace. Considering this situation, a fixed time translation is allowed but with a time penalty
1
2 . In the experiment, we make the coefficient 𝛼 equal to 0.5. Finally the confidence of
△ 𝑡𝑠𝑡 between 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
and 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
𝑡
𝑡
time consistent DTW distance 𝐶𝑇 𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 ) is defined as below.
𝐶𝑇 𝐷𝑇𝑊

(𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 )

1
2
𝑐𝑡𝑑𝑡𝑤 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
𝑡
𝑡

𝑇
Õ

1
1
2
=
𝑐𝑡𝑑𝑡𝑤 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
𝑡
𝑡
𝑍 (𝑆 ∗1, 𝑆 ∗2 ) 𝑡 =1

=𝑊

1
2
1
2
(𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)𝐷 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
, 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
)
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡

(6)

+ 𝛼 △ 𝑡𝑠𝑡

3.3.4 Partial Traces Search. With the above homogeneous traces search method, some partially homogeneous
traces can not be found. We argue that two people have the same traces as unusual and it is more common that
people only move together for a while. Therefore, partial traces search is an important issue. During computing
1
2 , and get
CTDTW, we first the compute the confidence temporal constrained distance between 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
and 𝑠 ∗,𝑤
𝑡
𝑡

1
2
the sequence 𝑐𝑡𝑑𝑡𝑤 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤𝑡 , 𝑠 ∗,𝑤𝑡 )|𝑡 = 0, ...,𝑇 . The CTDTW distance is the average of the above sequence. Thus
partial
homogeneous traces means there exists a start index 𝑤𝑠 and an end index 𝑤𝑒 , which makes the average of

1 , 𝑠 2 )|𝑡 = 𝑠, ..., 𝑒 is smaller than the threshold.
𝑐𝑡𝑑𝑡𝑤 (𝑠 ∗,𝑤
∗,𝑤𝑡
𝑡

3.4

Mobility Data Fusion

Given several homogeneous SD traces, we need to fuse them into one trace for map-matching. In the next, we
will introduce how to fuse two traces and how to fuse an arbitrary number of traces one by one.
3.4.1 Fusion with Two Traces. For two similar traces 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2 , we design an alignment relationship function 𝑤.
With the alignment relationship, the reasonable inner order of the two raw traces will be found to produce a new
fused trace.
For example, the alignment relationship between 𝑆 1 and 𝑆 2 is shown in Fig. 10. Red squares {𝑠 21, 𝑠 41, 𝑠 61 }
and Blue triangles {𝑠 12, 𝑠 32, 𝑠 52, 𝑠 72 } are the raw tower level points. The fused trace is given by black dots, i.e.,
{𝑠 12, 𝑠 32, 𝑠 21, 𝑠 52, 𝑠 41, 𝑠 72, 𝑠 61 }. It takes O(𝑛) time to index two traces with DTW using FastDTW where 𝑛=|𝑆 1 | + |𝑆 2 |.
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Algorithm 1 Multiple Data Fusion
Require:
𝑚 similar traces after interpolating with a short fixed time interval, 𝑆 1, . . . , 𝑆 𝑚 .
Ensure:
One trace after fusion for map matching, 𝑆 ∗ .
1: Initialize: 𝑆 ∗ = 𝑆 1
2: for each 𝑆 𝑖 in {𝑆 2, . . . , 𝑆 𝑚 } do
3:
Perform two traces data fusion on 𝑆 ∗ and 𝑆 𝑖 to get a new 𝑆 ∗ .
4: end for
5: return 𝑆 ∗
3.4.2 Fusion with Multiple Traces. For 𝑚 similar traces, the time complexity of multiple DTW is about O(𝑛𝑚−1 ).
We propose an O(𝑛𝑚) method to re-index 𝑚 similar traces and fuse them into one single trace. The algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct a data-driven evaluation in Hefei SD and a field study in Shanghai SD. Hefei SD,
thereafter CTCC Hefei Data, comes from the mobile phone operator CTCC with massive users in Hefei.
Considering the scarcity of labeled data in Hefei (with which we have the ground truth), we manually collect
Shanghai SD, thereafter Shanghai Data, by our team with handled devices. These two SD sets contain different
transportation modes such as train, car, and bus. We show the performance under various transportation modes,
temporal frequency, spatial shifting.

4.1

Dataset Description and Preparation

Fig. 11. Cells in HF

Fig. 12. Road Network in HF

Fig. 13. Road Network in SH

4.1.1 CTCC Hefei Data. CTCC Hefei Data contain information about cell tower ID, timestamp, and anonymous
user ID. They collect 3.6 million cellphone users’ SD for 30 days from 2017/06/01 to 2017/06/30, with 256.9 million
records per day. On average, every user generates 71.4 records per day. The 23,704 cell towers of Hefei are
displayed in Fig. 11, where a red dot represents a cell tower. Road network data are essential when map traces
onto the roads. We collect the road networks of Hefei (similarly Shanghai) in OpenStreetMaps. The Hefei road
network in Fig. 12 contains 5,901 road links and 32,708 road segments. It has a vertical length of 84.45km and a
horizontal length of 96.48km.
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The key drawback of CTCC Hefei Data is that it does not contain the real-time actual positions of users on
road networks, i.e., ground truth. Without this, it is hard to evaluate our model. However, a person’s trajectory
may be recorded by both cellular activities and GPS devices. Thus, we matched the GPS traces from 150 taxis’
orders with CTCC Hefei Data for ground truth. They are collected during 2017/06/01-2017/06/02 in Hefei by DiDi
[5], a Chinese ride-sharing company. The average time interval of Didi’ GPS data is 3.55s, and the average travel
time of each order is about 58.8 minutes. 13 groups of homogeneous traces were matched via the homogeneous
traces search detailed in 3.3. The average time interval of matched CTCC Hefei Data is 85.89s, and the average
Geographic distance from SD to ground truth is 354.8m.
Table 1. Summary of Shanghai SD

Transportation modes

Time Intervals (s)

Speed(km/h)

# Trace Groups

Train
Car
Bus
Bike

27.91 ± 0.1525
5.0 ± 0.524
9.6 ± 0.697
14.46 ± 4.466

222.89
32.67
18.03
11.09

70
10
7
4

Fig. 14. Interface of SD
Collection APP

4.1.2 Shanghai Signaling Data. Except for real-world SD, we’d like to study various performance on different
transportation modes. As shown in Table 1, Shanghai SD is manually collected by our team with handled devices
(Huawei Nexus 6P) by the APP developed by CTCC. The interface of the APP is shown in Fig. 14, which shows the
information about Section ID, Node ID, and Block ID (identifying the cell towers). Additionally, we utilize Google
Map to get real-time GPS data as the actual positions. We ask four volunteers to carry 4 devices to especially
collect the SD along with GPS data. Finally, we get Shanghai SD for four kinds of transportation modes (train,
car, bus, bike). There is no subway because GPS Data is hard to obtain underground. The average temporal
intervals, moving speeds, and the number of homogeneous trace groups are shown in Table. 1. The road network
of Shanghai in Fig. 13 contains 46,322 road links and 239,977 road segments. It has a vertical length of 138.7km
and a horizontal length of 121.62km.

4.2

Evaluation Metrics

We employ two main metrics, i.e., F1 score (calculated by precision and recall) and geographic errors, to evaluate
the accuracy of our MIFF system compared with other methods.
Road-segment-level metrics: To evaluate whether our predicted path match the real path, we use point
correct matching precision (PCMP)[14] and point correct matching recall (PCMR) calculated by the following
equation:
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
× 100%
(7)
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑅 =
× 100%
(8)
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜 𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
Point correct matching index (PCMI) is a comprehensive road-segment-level metric, which combines PCMP and
PCMR by the following equation:
𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑃 =

2(𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑃 × 𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑅)
(9)
𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑃 + 𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑅
Distance-based metrics: PCMP merely consider the number of road segments aligned. For unaligned road
segments, we need a metric to evaluate how far these unmatched road segments are. Geographic Error (GE) is the
average minimum distance between the raw sequence 𝑆 and the real path 𝑃.
𝑃𝐶𝑀𝐼 =
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(10)

Implementation of MIFF and baselines

After homogeneous traces search, we divide cell tower level traces into groups. In our system, all the exists
map matching algorithms are suitable for our model. Here, we implement two baseline models, HMM based
model(HMM) [21] and cellular map matching model(CTS) [10].In the experiment, the input of these two models
is single cell tower trace without fusion.
• HMM [21]: In HMM-based model, the main task is to optimize a Markov chain by two main parts need
to heuristically design is the observation score 𝑃 (𝑠𝑛 |𝑝𝑛 ) =
𝛽
−𝑑𝑡
𝛽

√ 1 𝑒
2𝜋𝜎𝑧

−0.5




𝑑 𝑠 (𝑠𝑛 ,𝑝𝑛 ) 2
𝜎𝑧

and the transition score

𝑃 (𝑝𝑛−1 |𝑝𝑛 ) = 𝛽1 𝑒
where 𝑑𝑡 = |𝑑 𝑠 (𝑝𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛 ) − 𝑑 𝑝 (𝑝𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛 )|. Here, 𝑑 𝑠 (𝑠𝑛 , 𝑝𝑛 ) means the geographic
distance between the observation point and the actual location; 𝑑 𝑠 (𝑝𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛 ) means the geographic distance
between the observation point at timestamp 𝑛 − 1 to 𝑛; 𝑑 𝑝 (𝑝𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛 ) means the minimum route distance
from actual location at timestamp 𝑛 − 1 to timestamp 𝑛. As the optimal parameter in HMM is based on the
characteristics of the given data, we estimate the new 𝜎𝑧 and 𝛽 separately for signaling data. In theory, 𝜎𝑧 is
estimated with the median absolute deviation (MAD) as 𝜎ˆ𝑧 = 1.4826 × median𝑡 (𝑑 𝑠 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑝𝑡 )). 𝛽 is estimated by
a robust estimator proposed by Gather and Schultze [7] as 𝛽ˆ = 𝑙𝑛1(2) median𝑡 (|𝑑 𝑠 (𝑝𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛 ) − 𝑑 𝑝 (𝑝𝑛−1, 𝑝𝑛 |).
• CTS [10]: CTS is an SD data based enhancement algorithm of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In CTS,
it uses many cellular underlying data such as signal travel time and cellular basic data such as Antenna
direction and radiation angle of the sector. But these data are not provided in our data. Without signal
travel time, we can not use the trilateration positioning algorithm, which can reduce the geographic error
to a large extent. Without the Antenna direction and radiation angle of the cellular sector, we can not filter
the candidate roads by the signal direction. Nevertheless, CTS still improves the HMM model concerning
state detection, noise filtering, punishment on detour error, and u-turn errors.
𝛽

To verify the influence of spatio-temporal uncertainty on trajectory fusion and map matching, we also propose
another two baseline models, which are HMM_RF and CTS_RF, i.e., Road-level trace Fusion. In contrast, MIFF
used cellular-tower level trace fusions. What we want to compare are (1) using road level trace fusions to find
homogeneous traces and (2) using tower level trace fusions to find homogeneous traces. More specifically, we
input each cell tower level trace into a basic map matching model to get a matched road level trace separately
and then perform road level trace fusion on each homogeneous trace group. As for road level trace fusion, we
extract the most frequent road segment in each time slot (1 minute) for each group of traces. If the adjacent road
segments are not connected, the shortest path algorithm is adopted to search for the path connecting the two
road segments. Finally, for each group of homogeneous traces, we get a fused road trace.
Further, we implement MIFF by using HMM and CTS separately as existing map matching module shown in
Fig. 8, which are HMM_MIFF and CTS_MIFF. In these two models, we first fuse each group of homogeneous
traces to obtain a fused trace and then perform map matching with the fused trace in the two basic models
respectively. The method of cell tower trace fusion is described in Section 3.4 as an important module of MIFF.

4.4

Experiment Results

Here we evaluate our overall performance, including preprocessing machine, homogeneous traces search, and
path recovery after data fusion. Then to illustrate the detailed improvement, we show the different performance
on various transportation modes, various insights of identifying homogeneous traces, and temporal frequency.
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4.4.1 Evaluation on CTCC Hefei SD. To evaluate the map matching performance, we compare MIFF with baseline
models, shown in Table 2. HMM_MIFF improves 3.4% on PCMI and 58.9% on GE with respect to basic HMM,
2.6% on PCMI and 43.3% on GE when compared with HMM_RF. CTS is much specially designed for SD. In PCMI,
CTS_MIFF is 6.5% and 5.7% higher than CTS and CTS_RF respectively. Similarly, on GE, CTS_MIFF decreased
by 78.1% and 83.0%, respectively. It can be found that MIFF’s fusion of the homogeneous traces cannot greatly
improve the matching degree of the road segments, which could be represented by the improvement in PCMI.
But MIFF can match the road segment that is not successfully matched closer to the actual road segment as much
as possible. GE’s improvement can prove this. In other words, the fusion of the cell tower level trace can reduce
the deviation of the trace as a whole. When it comes to HMM_RF or CTS_RF, the fusion of the road level trace
cannot effectively correct the result due to the limitation of the spatio-temporal uncertainty on map matching.
Table 2. Comparison of various models on CTCC Hefei SD

Models
PCMP
HMM
0.805
HMM_RF
0.820
HMM_MIFF 0.860
CTS
0.827
CTS_RF
0.860
CTS_MIFF
0.903

PCMR
0.810
0.837
0.841
0.858
0.830
0.890

PCMI
0.822
0.828
0.850
0.842
0.849
0.897

GE (m)
69.5
58.6
28.5
66.2
69.5
14.5

4.4.2 Evaluation on Various Transportation Modes. To evaluate the map matching performance on various
transportation modes, we manually collect SD in Shanghai because it’s hard to get ground truth from real-world
SD. Four kinds of transportation modes are available in our Shanghai SD, which is shown in Table 1 with their
data characteristics. Different data characteristics result in different model performance, thus the performance
comparison on various transportation modes is necessary.
The experiments results are listed in Tabel 3. It shows that our model performs better in four transportation
modes. Especially for train data, take HMM as an example, MIFF improves 47.34% on PCMI and 58.99% on GE.
MIFF can also get a considerable improvement by taking CTS as a base model. Followed by bicycles, MIFF can
also achieve significant improvement. On the contrary, there happens little improvement in the PCMI of MIFF
with car data or bus data.
Next, we discuss some factors that have a significant impact on this evaluation.
• Density of road network The density of roads in the suburbs is relatively small, which leads to fewer
intersections, so the human traces tend to be straight forward in one direction. This phenomenon also
leads to an important problem, that is, once a certain road segment is matched incorrectly, it is difficult for
the following road segment to return to the correct direction. Therefore, cell tower level fusion can correct
the trace to a large extent, but in MIFF_RT, because part of the cell tower level trace is first matched to the
wrong road segments, it is difficult to get the correct match result by road fusion. As for the urban area, the
density of roads is very high, people often change roads to reach their destinations faster, which leads to
little improvement in the PCMI of MIFF for car and bus.
• Speed With speeds increases, temporal frequency reduces, which may cause frequent path switch signals.
Train data have low temporal frequency for the sparsity of the cellular towers nearby railways. Hence,
the train data is high spatio-temporal uncertain for the high speed and low temporal frequency. Reduce
spatio-temporal uncertainty by MIFF can greatly improve performance. so people tend to switch roads in a
short time. When it comes to car and bus, fast-moving vehicles often switch roads in a short time. Therefore,
a number of the roads that the vehicle traveled was not recorded by the cellular tower, which resulted in
irreparable information losses. As we can see, MIFF cannot significantly improve the experimental results.
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However, MIFF can achieve a greater improvement in bike than the other two baseline models. This is
because the speed of bike is generally not fast and its trace can be captured actually.
Table 3. Comparison of various models on different transportation modes

Model
Train
Car
PCMI
Bus
Bike
Train
Car
GE(m)
Bus
Bike

HMM
0.495
0.724
0.543
0.486
69.5
78.9
142.4
173.7

HMM_RF
0.606
0.725
0.561
0.716
58.6
68.4
109.8
81.2

HMM_MIFF
0.940
0.768
0.592
0.776
28.5
65.7
94.6
61.3

CTS CTS_RF
0.486
0.641
0.736
0.750
0.580
0.596
0.780
0.819
66.2
69.5
74.1
74.4
135.4
105.6
42.7
33.6

CTS_MIFF
0.958
0.767
0.601
0.922
17.5
60.4
88.6
10.4

4.4.3 Evaluation on Various Insights. According to the characteristics of SD data, we improve the homogeneous
trace identification by two insights, looking for a regular pattern of the same users and finding co-movement
between different users. These two ideas help us successfully find homogeneous traces in a large number of
human mobility traces. But there are also differences between these two ideas, so we also designed experiments
to compare the differences between them. Here we assume that the regular cell tower trace of the same user
must occur three times or more, and the number of users in co-movement cell tower trace groups must greater
than two. We divide traces from CTCC Hefei SD into two parts accordingly and use MIFF to evaluate the map
matching performance, shown in Table 4.
It could be inferred that homogeneous traces composed of regular patterns of a single user that belong to the
same group occur at different regular times, while a group of homogeneous traces formed by the co-movements
between different users occurs in approximately the same period. Due to the uncertainty of cell tower, the user’s
cell phone may be connected to different cell towers when passing the same road segment at different times, and
the temporal uncertainty will cause a great mismatch between SD traces belonging to the same homogeneous
trace. Therefore, for the former, MIFF can reduce the probability of different cell towers belonging to the same
road segment, so that GE can be reduced; while for the latter, the difference between different traces can be
largely eliminated to obtain a correct match.
Table 4. Comparison of two insights in identifying homogeneous traces

Insight
PCMI
Regular Pattern
GE (m)
PCMI
Co-movement Pattern
GE (m)

HMM_MIFF
0.839
20.66
0.874
33.8

CTS_MIFF
0.875
12.41
0.921
25.6

4.4.4 Evaluation on Various Temporal Frequency. The performance gap on different transportation modes shown
in Section 4.4.2 may be caused by different data characteristics, such as temporal frequency and speed. Here we
conduct experiments to show the improvement of our model on various temporal frequencies, shown in Fig. 15.
It shows that with the growth of time interval, our model improves too.
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DISCUSSION

Fig. 15. Improvement for Various Time Interval

Lessons Learned: We summarize our lessons as follows.
• Our system can largely improve the performance of common map matching models like CTS and our
Model without MIFF, as shown in Tabel. 2 by addressing the spatio-temporal uncertainty of SD.
• We found that generally, our model performs better on railway data than car data (Tabel 3). We believe it is
brought by more co-moving people on the railway and the moving distances of railway users are longer
than car users.
• We also found that our model performs better on car and bike modalities than bus (Tabel 3). It is because
the routes of bus lines are usually winding, against the shortest path based model design.
• Our model performs better when time interval or spatial shifting factor increases, as shown in Fig 15.
These insights may provide some guidance for cellular network providers to match their detailed user demand
distribution in the fine-grained deployment of 5G networks.
Generalization: The extensive results on signaling data and GPS data collected from two cities in China
proved the generalizability of our method. Moreover, we argue that our work can also be generalized to other
cities with similar data, such as cellular connection data, WiFi connection data, etc. We envision if the key factors
such as statistic features of cellular data, and contextual information such as the distribution of cell tower/ access
point and road networks are similar among cities, our results then can be generalized because they are the basis
of all the above investigations.
Robustness: The CTCC Hefei SD dataset has SD of more than 3 million users within a month. SD trace may
be generated by different transportation modes or even a mixture of different modes. In contrast, the generality
of user behavior and large user coverage and spatio-temporal coverage is not available in other datasets with
limited transportation modes, such as taxi dataset. But most SD traces cannot have the corresponding ground
truth, which is also an unsolvable matter. With the aid of the additional DiDi dataset [5], we successfully obtained
13 groups of homogeneous traces to complete our experiment. These traces cover many different types of
areas and different time periods within a day in the city and are produced by different modes of transportation.
Experimental results demonstrate that MIFF performs well on comprehensive data sets. In Shanghai, our team
manually collected SD data with ground truth through mobile devices. The amount of data collected manually
in this part is relatively small. After data preprocessing, we get 70, 10, 7, 4 groups of homogeneous traces on
the four transportation modes: train, car, bus, and bike. These trajectories generated by different users taking
different modes of transportation have very different spatial and temporal distributions and cover different areas
of cities and suburbs. The characteristics of different transportation modes are discussed in detail in Section 4.4.2.
MIFF achieves great performance on different modes of data, which proves that our model is robust.
Privacy and Ethics: We have the opportunity to collaborate with the cellular service provider to analyze the
cellular data for academic research purposes. As an agreement when signing cellular service contracts, all the
users consent that their metadata will be used to perform analysis on anomaly detection, malicious cellular usage
detection/blocking, access patterns, business opportunities, etc. In particular, location-specific cellular traffic
demand modeling and prediction can enable many applications significantly related to cellular service quality
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such as service coverage and load balancing. Furthermore, all users’ IDs have been hashed into global identifiers,
which cannot be leveraged to trace users. Most importantly, our ultimate objective is to improve cellular service
quality by modeling fine-grained user locations, which is also consistent with users’ willing. We envision the
majority of users may not be against this work. As a result, our work is exempted from the institutional IRB
process.
Data Sharing: Accessing empirical data sets is vital to mobility modeling and mobile system research, but
such data sets are usually not available for fellow researchers due to the various real-world issues. As an initial
step, we will release sample cellular data following the privacy protection schemes in [2] to enable further works
upon our results. Details of the releasing data set are disclosed as below: i) time period: one week data from
2017-06-05 to 2017-06-11; ii) data amount: all data from a 100 𝑘𝑚 2 region in downtown area; iii) data format:
encoded user ID, the timing of the record, associated encoded tower ID, record type (specified as sRequest).

6

RELATED WORK

Similar Traces Search: The main work of measuring the similarity between traces is to calculate the distance.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [27] is the first algorithm applied to similar time sequences measurement.
Subsequently, two threshold dependency algorithms, i.e., Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR)[4] and Edit
Distance with Real Penalty (ERP)[3], are proposed for capturing spatial semantics. While existing techniques are
unable to cope well with temporal sparse traces. Most algorithms apply linear interpolation within two adjacent
points, which may result in large errors in the geographic problem, e.g., Table 1. In contrast, we introduce a
confidence concept as a weight while calculating the distance.
Map Matching: In recent years, several algorithms have been proposed to solve offline low frequency map
matching with SD data. CTrack [19] fuses cellular fingerprints (cell tower observation) and additional sensor data
collecting from mobile phones to perform map matching. However, it requires sensor data such as accelerometers,
supervised data in the same place for pretraining, and more detailed cellular information such as neighboring
towers and signal strength. SnapNet [15] proposes a thorough framework for SD data matching without additional
sensors. While some common errors, such as U-turn and detour errors, are not taken into consideration. CTS [10]
proposes an improved framework for SD data, containing noise filtering, state detection, and a HMM-based
algorithm with U-turn and Direction changing penalties. While CTS does not consider the history and co-moving
information, it uses additional sensor data, such as nearby 6 cell towers and their signal strength, cellular
attributes, such as antenna direction and radiation angle of a sector. Additionally, many works are proposed to
solve the low frequency map matching with GPS data. It is different from SD in two aspects: (1) the average
geographic error of GPS is only 38.13m in our survey, which is much smaller than that of SD data, 262.27m; (2)
the probability of connecting to the nearby cell tower is almost the same, which is greatly different from GPS. In
GPS data, the observation is more likely beside the real point. Compared to the above, our system does not use
any additional sensor data and cellular attributes, we utilize our framework to capture the history regular pattern
and simultaneous information to improve any kinds of existing map matching for SD.
Spatio-temporal Data Analysis: Our work is also related to spatio-temporal data analysis. We use two
metrics, i.e., the penetration rate and sparsity of data, to systematically organize all representative human mobility
models as follows.
Table 5. Related work

Sparse Data
Dense Data

Low Penetration
[26] [13]
[16] [31]

High Penetration
[20] [8] [12]
Our System MIFF

(1) For the low-penetration and sparse data quadrant, researchers use datasets such as survey data, data from bike
sharing systems [26], and payment data to model and analyze human mobility. Thus the mobility models are not
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representative at both crowd level due to low penetration rates and at the individual level due to sparse data, e.g.,
models driven by the bike data are only targeted at bike users at origin and destination only without detailed
traces. (2) For the high-penetration and sparse data quadrant, data sources are usually with a high penetration
rate covering almost all people while with relatively sparse data, such as CDR [12].
But even though almost every urban residents have mobile phones while these data can only be generated
when they use their phones, e.g., making a phone call [20] [8]. As a result, these models can cover all residents
but without detailed mobility traces. (3) For the low-penetration and dense data quadrant, such as GPS [31], they
are one common data source used to analyze detailed human mobility since they have high updating frequency
and high precision. However, they can only cover all residents participate in the systems, e.g., users with GPS
devices in their cars, or residents taking taxis. (4) In contrast, our MIFF system is the first framework targeting
high-penetration and dense data-driven human mobility modeling, which finds human history moving pattern,
co-moving phenomenon, and proposes a more accurate map matching algorithm.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we design a new framework MIFF to build human mobility extraction models based on unique
features of Singaling Data. We conduct experiments on two kinds of SD, i.e., Hefei SD collected by the service
provider and Shanghai SD collected by our group. To obtain more accurate matching results, we focus on reducing
the negative impact of uncertainty by fusing homogenous traces.
The experiments considering various scenarios for different transportation modes, various insights, and time
frequency. The results show that MIFF improves the map matching accuracy by about 5.0% on PCMI and 68.5%
on GE on average compared to the state of the art map matching models without our framework. Besides, our
framework can adapt to any new map matching algorithms in theory.
In the future, we will further study the co-moving phenomenon and regular patterns in public transportation.
Besides, we will further study trajectory representation and road map embedding to improve the map matching
algorithm under our proposed MIFF.
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